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Welcome to the world of the Dynamite Bunny!

He just LOVES explosions, and does no matter what to get to the carrot, BUT he has a little time left, because the carrot can
go bad soon.

Experience various cartoony levels filled with obstacles in the way, explosions, turrets trying to stop you from reaching the goal
and finding the best and the fastest way to get to the carrot.
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Catch the Carrot update fulfills this experience even further by providing a totally different "Unlimited Run" procedurally
generated mode that shows how much the Bunny is really dreaming of the Carrot. In this mode Bunny is running to get the

Carrot that he is imagining in front of him and you have to guide him through all the obstacles to fulfill his dream of getting
closer and closer to the Carrot.

Now there are three very different regions:
A classic easier one to get you started

A classic deadly one that only a few of the players are able to pass
And the Catch The Carrot mode

Customize the Bunny the way you like it with the unlockable skins:
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Game includes:

A unique 3D platformer experience

A range of carefully designed obstacles and ways to get to the end of the level

A variety of unlockable skins for the Bunny

Physics-based environment destruction

Procedurally generated "Unlimited Run mode"

Statistics for every save game
Various intense cartoony levels
Very accessible and easy to learn but hard to master controls
Lots of cute Bunny sounds
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Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Majao Games
Publisher:
Majao Games
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2018
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Cute bunny noises.
Innovative puzzles.
EXPLOSIONS.
This is a pretty fun game.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/uHjAc376C8k. Cute but tough!. Good looking graphics, fun gameplay but jesus christ the puzzles are clever
and takes time to find a way. Third person controls, running, jumping, exploding dynamite, all in all, fun and enjoyable
experience, you don't usually see such unique thoughtout puzzles in games.

Catch the carrot mode is randomly generated, every time you play it's different, thumbs up for replay value!. Cute but tough!.
Good looking graphics, fun gameplay but jesus christ the puzzles are clever and takes time to find a way. Third person controls,
running, jumping, exploding dynamite, all in all, fun and enjoyable experience, you don't usually see such unique thoughtout
puzzles in games.

Catch the carrot mode is randomly generated, every time you play it's different, thumbs up for replay value!. Cute bunny noises.
Innovative puzzles.
EXPLOSIONS.
This is a pretty fun game.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/uHjAc376C8k
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